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AS/ lists clubs by priority to decide subsidy cuts
BY ROBIN LEWIS
Staff Writer

Due to possible cuts in the ASI
budget, many clubs may lose their fun
ding from the student organization. In
determining which clubs may get the
subsidy cuts, the ASI Finance Commit
tee had to make "priority" decisions, ac
cording to Pete Schuster, chairman of
that committee.
Schuster said the clubs facing possi
ble cuts fell at the bottom of the Board's
priority �st of coded groups. Coded
groups are funded directly by ASI, have
no dues and are restricted in the use of
funds.
"We started at the top priority
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group," said Schuster, ''funded it at
what we thought it , needed and then
went down the list." The groups at the
bottom of the list, such as the rugby
team, Rally Committee and Muslim
Students Association, will not receive
any funds, he said.
Schuster said the ASI judged the cod
ed groups' importance by using ten
budget criterion in their 1981-82 budget
hearings. The hearings began last
quarter and are now nearly finished, he
said. The criteria were taken "directly
out of the (ASI) financial code and
augmented with other criteria we felt
were important," he explained.
Independent fund raising attempts,
success in achieving goals set forth the

year before, influence on Cal Poly and
San Luis Obispo and the necessity of
the group's service were the criteria ad
ditions made to 'this year's budgetary
criteria.
Nick Forestiere, ASI Vice President,
said the committee decided to fund a
smaller number of clubs at operative
budgets, rather than fund all groups
with budgets he said would be too small.
He said $30,000 which had been saved
from when the Instructionally Related
Activities Board left the ASI several
years..ago was used up last year to aug
ment ASI income.
Schuster said the change represents a
total turnaro;und in ASI bud�eting
philosophy. "The way we did it before

(funding all groups with less money) was
just crippling all the groups." He said
some groups would not have been able
to operate at all, others with reduced
programs, if ,the change had not been
made.

Schuster said $13,000 still remains
unbudgeted in the 1981-82 budget. A
joint IRA/ASI financial meeting
tonight is being held to decide whether
the IRA should receive the money, ASI
should use it to budget more coded
groups, or if the money should be split
between the IRA and ASI, he said. ASI
contributed $37,000 to the IRA last
year.
Please see page 4
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Library renovation may
be funded next year
' BY VICKI WIGGINTON
Staff Writer

Cal Poly industrial technology major Laurie Lee Jones kicks up her heels
during the Miss San Luis Obispo Pageant in the Cal Poly Theatre Satur
day night. Although she did not place, other Poly students did. See story
on page 5.

The future for the proposed remodel
ing of Dexter Library may look dim, but
it's not hopeless.
Executive Dean E. Douglas Gerard
said even though Cal Poly may not
receive the requested $2.2 million in con
struction funds in this year's budget,
the chances are good the money will be
allotted next year.
Gerard said this is going to be a lean
year for all the California universities,
not just Cal Poly.
"It's not a case of if, but more a case
of-when," he said. Gerard said the delay
in getting the construction funds would
not mean a whole year's postponement,
but would actually represent only a
three or four month delay in con
struction.
Because of the time involved in com
pleting the working drawings, con
struction could not actually begin until
approximately March of 1982. Gerard
said the funds, if allotted th'is year,
would "sit on the books" until the work
ing drawings were completed.
According to Gerard, the requested
$2.2 million was not included in Gover
nor Jerry Brown's proposed budget, but
could be added by the legislature.
Gerard will travel . to Sacramento
April 10 with President Warren Baker
to meet with legislative representatives
and will discuss the possibility of adding

Speaker urges self determination
BY NANCY LEWIS
Staff Writer

Individuals must decide for themselves who they
want to be and then go out and do it, said Dr. Gloria
Ballenger Monday in the second event of Cal Poly
Women's Week.

Huff pushes ASI
fee hike on KCPR
BY MARY McALISTER
Staff Writer

ASI financial problems prevailed Thursday on KCPR's
Open Channel as student officers and the ASI business
manager addressed opposing arguments and cafi•in ques
tions on the upcoming ASI fee increase election.
ASI President Willie Huff said he feels strongly about
the increase especially after attending budget hearings
that revealed a "bleak situation."
He noted that the finance committee initiated phase
one of the "Schuster-Huff" plan which called for a re
evaluation of groups by looking at their quality and
priority, and grouped together the organizations in a
"bare skeleton" structure.
At the end of the process, Huff noted, many groups
were left out of the budget and the ASI had only $13,000
left to work with.
Please see page 2

the requested funds into the governor's
budget.
When the legislature gives the revised
budget back to Governor Brown, he
may sign it as is, or delete items he does
not want in the budget before signing.
For this reason, Cal Poly won't know if
the money will be allotted until the day
Brown signs the budget. That day
should be July 1, but in recent years
Brown has missed that deadline.
The remodeling plans, if funds are
received, call for the building of 11 ar
chitectural labs, 10 art labs, two lecture
classrooms, 51 faculty offices, a
department-head complex for art and an
art gallery in the Dexter Library
building.
If the funds do not come in for the
next budget, the Dexter Library will be
used for temporary instruction space,
with no remodeling involved.
Though space is not at a premium yet
for most disciplines, an immediate con
cern for space does exist, however, in
the architecture department. Landscape
' architecture classes are currently being
held in "borrowed" space in the science
buildings, said Gerard. These rooms are
expected to be remodeled into chemistry
labs, leaving the landscape architecture
department short on lab space. Four to
six temporary labs may be set up, said
Gerard, in Dexter Library to house
those classes, but no remodeling will be
done.
Please see page 4

Ballenger, PhD. Coordinator for Consultation and
Education for San Luis Obispo Community Mental
Health, gave her keynote address, "Let's Make a
Choice," focusing on the individ_ual getting out there
and deciding for herself.
"It matters little whether anyone agrees with us or
not," Ballenger told the audience of about 30 in UU
220, "for if we truly believe in who or what we want, we
can make it happen."
Ballenger gave a definition of choice, saying it is ''the
right or power of electing two or more things that which
is preferred." She also pointed out four key words in the
definition that she feels everyone should be in touch
with. They are "right, power, electing, and preferred."
She noted that the word, "right," is to choose wl\o we
want to be, take care of one's self, and gain confidence.
The person who has confidence is the one who gains
'authority and power, and is more independent, she add
ed.
By using the word, "electing," Ballenger said the key
here is that in order to make a selection, one must open
her senses and consciousness to the variety of things
that she associates with.
Ballenger pointed out that the last . key word is
"preferred." It is to allow oneself to experience as many
_
things, people, and places as possible.
Ballenger toid her audience that "the process of
growing up and learning one's identity is complicated Dr. Gloria Ballenger stressed to the small
Women's Week crowd that women have to make
and needs to be recognized as such."
Please see page 8 their own decisions then follow through on them.
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Newsline

Boxing promoter's alias revealed

LOS ANGELES (AP)_..._ A federal prosecutor dropped
a bombshell Monday, revealing in court that boxing promoter Harold Smith is really a man named Ross Fields
described as "a fugitive bad check and bunco artist" with
an arrest record dating back to the 1960's.
The revelation was a bizarre new twist in the case of
SAN FRANCISCO (APt - Santa Clara County and
Smith, the-colorful boxing fipre who had been named u
a key supect in a $21.3 million fraud Sl&it by Wells Farp five of it.cities filed a lawauit in federal court. today to
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The magistrate made her bail ruling after Allieon also
presentt!d documents from North Carolina showing that
Smith is a fugitive in a case there on ch�ges of forgery
and false pret�n�es.
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Auto pollution regulations eased

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration
today announced it is relaxing 34 auto pollution and safe
ty regulations as part of an aid package intended to help
revive the nation's ailing auto industry. The regulatory
changes would save the industry nearly $1.4 billion over
the next five years and save consumers $9.3 billion, or
$15 0 for each car and truck sold, the administration
estimated.
Government officials said the rules changes, combined
with help contained in President Reagan's economic pro
gram, are intended to restore domestic jobs, sales, pro
ductivity and the industry's financial health.
The major component in the package involves changes
in regulations by the Environmental Protection Agency
and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra
tion. The two agencies today submitted notices of their
plans to rescind, revise or re-propose the 34 regulations 17 of them EPA rules and 17 by NHTSA. In addition, the
administration proposes an amendment to the Clean Air
Act that would require congressional approval.
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He noted that this was far short of the $37,000 In·
structionally Related Activities Board contribution in
the 1980-1981 budget and means that many programs
such as minor sports will be cut or severely limited.
In addition, he said many groups such as the school
councils will face "devastated budgets" and will complain
to the finance committee about their cuts.
Huff also addressed the argument against all students
being taxed for the benefit of a few by saying that Cal
Poly-has the greatest number of students participating in
extacurricular activities of any California campus he has
seen.
,
"At least 4,000-5,000 students directly benefit from
ASI programs," Huff �oted, "and if we look at _the
.
amount of people entertamed and the amount of services
rendered, the numbers can be expanded.''
"There is not a student on this campus that hasn't participated in one activity in their four years
- here," Huff
said.
Huff also answered the question of why certain groups
are ASI funded and others must be self-supporting by
delineating the difference between coded and bylaw
groups.
Coded groups receive ASI funds and are more controll-

Teresa Trull
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The chairman of the House
Budget Committee today proposed lar�er bud�et cu�s
than President Rea�an has asked for 1982, and said
the president wants to spend too much for defense but
not enough for social programs.
The committee chairman, Rep. JamA R. Jones, 00kla.. abo said Reagan's tax reduction pl'OpOSIUwoulcl
eut too deeply into federal revenun.
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Larger budget cuts proposed
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ed in their activities and expenditures than bylaw groups
which are self-supporting but recognized by ASI.
Due to the tight monetary situation, Huff noted, bylaw
groups are being more carefully scrutinized and coded
groups are not automatically coded by ASL
ASI Business manager Roy Gersten explained the ASI
insurance coverage which protects both coded and bylaw
groups.
"At the present time ASI is able to provide that clubs
have the coverage they have to have at a nominal fee,"
Gersten said.
He noted the $7,000 fee is spread over the list of over
300 groups and that each new group is automatically
covered by being put under the umbrella of the ASL
- Gersten also addressed the question of the business of
fice staff being composed mostly of full-time, more highly
paid professionals, instead of less expensive student help,
by explaining that ASI is a corporation and therefore
must follow certain management practices required by
law.
"We are no longer a two-bit organization," he said,
"Today we handle several millon dollars including turnovers."
.
.
He noted that they make maXImum use of their student
of
maximum
a
for
employed
be
only
can
who
workers,
20 hours each week.

and Band

Thurs. April 9, 1981-8:00 p.m.
Chumash Auditorium
Julian A. McPhee University Union,
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

St�dents $4.00 advance, $5.00 at the door
-General Public $5.00 advance, $6.00 at the door
Ticket outlets: Dandelion Wine Book Company
U.U. Ticket ,Office Cheap Thrills Boo Boo's

''

Sponsored by ASI Special Events
Cal Poly Women s Collective and Women s Programming

$
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I·----------------------------membership to MADCAP FRIDAY FROLIC $1.00
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by Mark Lawler
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. BY THERESA '
LUKENAS
Staff Writer
"Pleasure and happiness
are not enemies; they are
allies," said humanitarian
Dr. Henry B. Clark last
Thursday in Chumash
Auditorium.
"We live in a culture that
systematically lies to us
about what it is to be
human and what it is to be
happy," Clark told approximately 200 students,
faculty, and members of
the public.
According to Clark, who
is the associate director of
the Center f o r the
Humanities at the University of Southern California,
far too many Americans
are engaged in a "misguided pursuit of happiness"
that keeps them from gaining the real pleasures of
life. He added that both
our puritan heritage and
consumerism rob us of
these pleasures.
Clark said that our
Dr. Henry B. Clark in Chumash Auditorium
puritan background has
Thursday, part of the Arts and Humanities Lecture led
to a traditional fear... "a

Series.

�

•

�

•

�

.�

�

fear that the "passioris
associated with pleasure
will simply swallow up our
capacity to work and to be
successful in this society.''
"They see pleasure as a
slimy snake slithering
around trying to seduce us
into sin,'' he continued.
"In our culture, we pay
too little attention to the
importance of pleasure the right kind of pleasure,
too much attention to the
wrong kind of happiness,
and thus don't achieve true
fulfillment,'' maintained
Clark.
"Above all in our culture,
happiness is winning by
defeating others," he said,
"and pleasure is onlyu
justifiable as a tiny little
loophole necessary to
recreate yourself for more
work."
Clark explained that in
our society, monetarv ancl
social status have becom_e
the major objectives for
most citizens. "It is these
ironically stupid ideas in
our society which block us
from true happiness," em

srAEDFER I MARS DAY
WITH DICK RATHERT AND BILL NICHOLS

#772-05 Today $2.59 Regular $8.00

APRIL9

10AM-2PM

phasized .Clark, "and it is
the itch for these which
often can not be satisfied ...
According to Clark,
fulfillment consists of two
main dimensions, joy and
making a contribution to
life or "contributing to the
one global village in which
we all live."
He added that pleasure
does play a significant role
in the assertation of true
happiness and fulfillment.
"We must realize that
pleasure will not gobble us
up and keep us from mak
ing significant contribu
tions to life," maintained
Clark.
"Pleasure is a drive
which can be satisified
rather simply and direct
ly," he added, saying that
once satisfied we are then

freed - to strive for the
higher levels of happiness
and fulfillment.
"If we can shake off the
bad effects of our puritan
heritage, if we can avoid
the constant exploitation
of consumerism, if we can
discriminate between the
good and the bad in these
two areas, then we can lead
better, more purposeful
lives," concluded Clark.
Clark, who is a graduate
of Duke University, Union
Theological Seminary. and
Yale University, where he
earned his doctorate in
social ethics, has written
many books and articles on
religion, ethics and social
problems, and was named
the
disting uished
humanist of the yuear by
the C alifornia Council for
the Humanities in 1979.

Jimmy Buffett concert sold out

Tickets for the Jimmy of the tickets to see this
Buffett concert have been year's featured Poly Royal
sold out, according to a performer were gone by 11
spokesman for the univer a . m .
Mo n d a y
the
sity ticket office. The last spokesman said.

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Soup and Salad or
Homemade Chili and Salad
with choice of Bread
$4.2�

ONE DAYONLY

El Corral� Bookstore

SUBJECT TO STOCK ON H_AND

970 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo

544-6193

Emergency service?
NocharQe,
with my'lleatth Card.
Purchase your Health Card at the Health Center.

Spring Quarter $23. Last day to purchase April 24, 1981
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ASI lists clubs by priority to decide subsidy cuts

From page 1
· Schuster said that after
the joint meeting, the ASI
Finance Commitee will
hear appeals from the
groups cut from next
year's budget.
Forestiere said such pro
grams as the Learning
Assistance Center, Disabl
ed Student Services, in
tramura ls, and the
Children's Center received
high priority. "If we didn't
provide them, then no one
would," he said.
Cultural clubs will not
receive as big a cut .as in-
dicated in the budget,
Schuster noted, because
programming money for

-speakers and films has by the university to pro
been budgeted · in the vide an accounting service
Cultural Advisory Com for the dubs and to covet'
mittee's account. "This them under an umbrella in
was done to promote more surance plan.
interadion between the
Outside of these two ser
groups and the program vices, said Forestiere; the
boards." He explained the ASI provides free legal ser
CAC acts as a liason vi ::e; postage, . telephone,
between the two.
and duplication services;
Bylawed groups, of short term credit and ·free
which there are approx use of university facilities.
imately 260 at Cal Poly Both the required and pro
this year with more ex vided services costs the
pected in the future, will ASI $57,000 a year, said
suffer cutbacks in services. Forestiere, $21,000 alone
Forestiere said the ASI for the travel and activity
chartered clubs "get a host insurance.
of services from the ASI
"We just won't recognize
when they are chartered." any new clubs, " said
He said the ASI is required Forestiere, "and treat

them like an off-campus
group." - Bylawed grQups
have priority .in room and
equipment use. Groups
may then be recognized by
thti uni versity, said
Forestiere, or perhaps by
the University Union
Board of Governors.
The ASI also asked
bylawed groups to justify
their existence as is done
annually with coded
groups, said Forestiere.
Some clubs, he said, were
surprised to be asked to
justify themselves. "For
some of these ch�bs, it's the
first time since they
started 25 or 30 years ago
that they've had to justify

their existence,'' Forestiere
explained.
Budget i ng,
sai d

Forestiere, usually begins
in the first three weeks of
the spring quarter, though
hearings with coded
groups are still taking

place. He said releasing
preliminary budget figures
two weeks before the elec
tion is not "a scare tactic."
"T h e r e's a certain
amount of reality," he said,
"people have to face
facts."

Library may be funded next year

From page 1

"I think it handicaps
Gerard said the architec
ture and art department us," said R�ymond Yeh,
heads have been "very architecture department
h elpful
a n d head, about the delay. "I
understanding" about the don't know what we're go·
ing to do in the fall.''
delay.

BEER 1/2 PRICE
all tap beer 1/2
.price at

WOODSTOCK'S

An Increase-. Why?
Inflation and Increased Demand

Spiraling inflation has significantly decreased the buying power of the ASI Fee.
In fact, had the ASI Fee been increased to keep up with inflation it would be
$50.00 today.
Increased demand from groups, clubs and boards is another reason we need
the increase. In 1966 Cal Poly had about 170 clubs. Today there are Z42 clubs,
plus committees and boards for a total of 306 student groups serving the cam
pus community and competing for the available dollars.
For the past two years student groups have had to submit budgets for the
academic year at 10 percent less than the year before. In 1980, $87,356 more
was requested from the ASI than it had to give to these groups. The effects of
such a large unmet need can be seen today in the lack of programming of con
certs, films, speakers and exhibits.

Vote
Wednesday and Thursday,
April 8 & 9

FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDED
ASI BUDGET FOR 1981-82
As compared to Actual 1980-81 Budget

Group

Activity Fees
Business Office, ASI
Children's Center
Disabled Student Services
Educational Opportunity Program
Elections. ASI
Fef\cing Team
Generaf. ASI
Hobby Garage
Homecoming Committee
Human Understanding & Growth
lnterhall Council
lntramurals
Lacrosse Team
learning Assistance Center
Marching Band Uniform
Mecha
Muslim Student Association
Pilipino Studnets
Polo Team
Poly Royal Board
Program Board
-General
-concerts
-Crafts
-Films
-Fine Arts
-Outings
_:Recreation & Tournament,
-Speakers Forum
-Special Event,
-Cultural Programming
Rally Committee
Rifle Team
Rodeo Team
Rose Parade Float (ommittl'l'
Rugby Team
School Councils
Senior Week
Society ot Automotivt• Engineer,
Student Activities lntormal1(>n Director
Student Community Services
Student Health Advisory Council
Student OHicers
UBSAC
Week Of Welcome
·A1tl,<'11gl, 110 dm•ct s11/,s,d 1/
is ii-;.,e,i to this xnH,p
the AS! assw11,,s all F111,111oal
ns/.. if a loss s/,()11/d occur

Vote Wed. and Thurs.
April 8 & 9

80-81

subsidy

81-82

Projected subsidy

$(320,000.00)
134,770.00
13,654.00
1,444.00
840.00
1,001.00
384.00
36,541.00
3,413.00
358.00
878.00
315.00
10,652.00
495.00
16,224.00
15,000.00
1.050.00
300.00
400.00
398.00

$(325,000.00)
130,328.00
19,836.00
1,300.00
1,773.00
0
0
52,440.00
0
0
1,070.00
0
20,000.00
0
l3, 193.00
0
0
0
0
0

•Breakeven

•Breakeven

'llreakeven

•Breakeven

'Breakeven

•Breakeven

•Breakeven

17,124.00
7,497.00
(2,956.00)
2,855.00
6,217.00
5.929.00
1,146.00
901.00
4,877.00
1.092.00
2,000.00
229.00

11,887.00
6.264.00
675 00
2,114.00

454.00
12,974.00
3,646.00
126.00
25 786.00
747.00

•Breakeven

22,493.00
7,455.00
(2,040.00)
3,371.00
2. 185.00
5,775.00
2. 143.00
501.00
5,490.00
1,983.00
0
0
0
5,951.00
0
1,106.00

0
13,022.00
3,274.00
0
26,267.00
0
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owned Miss SLO
BY DAVE BRACKNEY
Special to the Dally

BY THERESA LUKENAS
Staff Writer

Editor's note Author Theresa Lukenas, who was first
runner up in the Miss San Luis Obispo Pageant, provid
ed this inside account of the local beauty contest.
For most, pageants are seen merely as a plastic
parade of pretty faces and figures on a stage, where the
winner has generally been predetermined through some
sort of corruption and the contestants vehemently
despise one another. As a contestant in the Miss San
Luis Obispo pageant, however, I learned that many of
these conceptions simply are not true.

Certl;\inly beauty is important. But to us contestants
and to the members of the community who spent many
hours to make the event possible, the pageant Saturday
night in the Cal Poly Theatre represented much more
than simply a glittering spectacle.
Far too often the public only hears the negative side
of pageants, but there are many positive aspects as
well. First, the pageant is in essence a fine scholarship
program for young women. Over $2 million in scholar
ships are awarded annually at the local, state and na
tional Miss America pageants, and this is often the
reason why I and many of the other contestants decided
to enter to the program.
Please see page 8

The old Chinese proverb says the longest journey
begins with a single step. Saturday night, Reenie
Cashman took that first step toward possibly becoming
the next Miss America, when she was crowned Miss
San Luis Obispo at the city's annual pageant, held in
the Cal Poly Theatre.
"Complete shock, but very happy," was Cashman's
first reaction upon winning the title for 1981. "People
said this contest had the _best talent, poise and per·
sonal,i.ty of any year, so I don't think I really expected
to win," she said.
The 21-year-old Cal Poly journalism major won the
honor over 12 other contestants, and will represent San
Luis Obispo at the Miss California Pageant, to be held
in Santa Cruz this June. Should Cashman win the Miss
California title, she will go on to represent the state in
the Miss America Pageant in Atlantic City.
Cashman will have-all her expenses paid for the June
trip to Santa Cruz. In addition, she will receive a com
plete wardrobe and a $1,000 academic scholarship.
Also chosen were four runner-ups: first runner-up was
Theresa Lukenas, another Cal Poly journalism major
who will receive a $300 scholarship. Second runner-up
was Sherri Morrison: a Cuesta College business major
who won a $200 scholarship. The third and fourth
runner•ups were Carol Ransom, a Cal �oly graphic
design major, and Carla Wendt, a Cal Poly animal
science major. Each will receive a $100 scholarship.
Cashman was crowned by Jennifer Le Moine, last
year's Miss San Luis Obispo. Also present at the sol?·
out pageant was Miss California for .1980, Rohm
Brooks.
In choosing Miss San Luis Obispo, a panel of six
judges reviewed each contestant on four criteria, in
cluding swimsuit, evening gown ano talent competi
tion, as well as an interview between each contestant
and the judges. According to the judges, the most im
portant of these criteria is the talent competition, in
whic'1 Cashman played a piano solo.
Other contestants' performances included comedy
skits, oral interpretation, vocal performances and
design presentations.
Even though she is now Miss San Luis Obispo,
Cashman will soon embark on a self-improvement pro·
gram in preparation for the Miss California Pageant in
June.

Enjoy the sun with towels, chairs, umbrellas, sandals,
and hibachis from El corral! . ·
.
,
,

SALE ENDS SATURDAY the 11th·
limited to stock on hand

Corral

I

'
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Mono Lake

The M or r o Coast
Audobon Society will spon
sor a four-mile run on
Saturday, April 11, at
Laguna Lake in an effort to
raise funds to protect the
environment of Mono
Lake. The cost is $8 with a
T-shirt and $4 without.
Registration occurs from
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. and the
race begins at 9 a.m.

Yearbook meeting

The Cal Poly yearbook
staff will hold a meeting to
day at 5 p.m. in U.U. 218
for anyone interested in
working on the 1981-82 Cal
Poly yearbook.

Fine'Arts

Pianist Anna Teng will
be featured during the
Fifth Quintessence Series
Concert at 8:15 p.m. on
April 10 in the Cal Poly
Theater. Cost is $4 for
students and $6 for general
admission. The event is
sponsored by the ASI Fine
Arts Committee

Tuesday, April 7, 1981

Newscope

HUG workshop

A Human Understand
ing and Growth workshop
will be held during April
10,11 and 12 at Camp
Pinecrest in Cambria. The
workshop will deal with
small group communica
tion and self-expression.
The cost is $8.50 for
students and $9.50 for non
students.

Spaghetti feed

Everyone is welcome to
eat spaghetti, salad and
French bread during the
Society o f Women
Engineers' spaghetti feed
at Garfield Arms, Apt. 7,
on Wednesday, April 8,
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.

T1:ull concert

The Women's Center and
Women's Collective of Cal
Poly will present a concert
featuring Teresa Trull and
Band
C hu ma s h
at
Auditorium on Thursday,
April 9, at 8 p.m. The cost
to see the rhythm and
blues band is $4 in advance
and $5 at the door for
students.

Ski club

The Cal Poly Ski club
will hold a combination
d�nce and meeting at 7:30
p.m. tonight in University
Plaza to promote a
Hawaiian trip planned for
this June.

Filipino culture

The Filipino Cultural
Committee will present a
cultural event composed of
a banquet and snow on
April 11 at the South
County Regional Center in
Arroyo Grande. The ban
quet will begin at 6 p.m.
and the show starts at 8
p.m. A guest speaker will
talk about immigrants in
the United States.

Marriage Seminar

Talks on the subjects of
"What is love?", "What is
forever?" and "What is re
quired of a person before
marriage?" will make up a
seminar presented by the
Catholic
Ne w m a n
Fellowship a t 10:30 a.m. on
April 11.

Bike Day

Parade entries

Entries and entry fees
for the First Annual Poly
Royal Parade are due 3
p.m. on April 10 at the Po
ly Royal desk in the Ac
tivities Planning Center.

•

For a small fee, Cal Poly
Wheelmen will perform
minor bike repairs in the
U.U. plaza. Fix-Your-Bike
Day will occur between 9
a.m. and 3 p.m.

Passover Sedar

Biology banquet

The Cal Poly biology
department will present an
annual banquet with guest
speaker Suzanne Benech,
an environmental consul
tant, on April 9 beginning
at 6:30 p.m. at San Luis
Bay Inn. The cost is $8.75.

Weight reduction

Exploring habits and at
titudes affecting weight
loss will be the topic of the
Reduction
Weight
Workshop, sponsored by
Health Education and
Health Center. The
workshop will be held to
day at 7 p.m. in Santa
Lucia Hall.

1veus
We'll give �u
the� to higher
grades and more
free time.
Would you like to:
D Raise your grade average without long hours
over texts.
D End all-night cramming sessions.
D Breeze through all your studying in as little as
1/ 3 the time.
D Have more free time to enjoy yourself.
D Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better con
centration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood's new RD2 reading system makes it
all possible.

Evelyn Wood works - over 1 million people,
including students, executives, senators, and even
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demon
stration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to
increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniques).
It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it.

EvelynWooclfllD2
will open your eyes.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
Location:

Tues�ay·
Wednesday
Thursda·y

�2�_Monterey Street

Motel Inn

San Luis Obispo

. ... · 5:30 and 8:00pm

.......

2:30� 5:30 and 8:00pm

,
.,;'t,

Each introductory lesson lasts approximately one hour.
Choose the day and time that best fits your schedule.

2:�-5:30 and 8:00pm

m

Backgammon

Cal Poly Backgammon
Passover
Sedar,
presented by Haverim - neers will hold their Fourth
Championship
the Jewish.Student Union, Annual
will be held on Sunday, Backgammon Tournament
April 19, at 5 p.m. at the on _May _2-3 in U.U. 220.
Beth David Synagc;i,gue. Registratmn will occur 10
For reservations, ca)l 543- a.m. on May 2. Teams ot
three are encouraged to
8733.
enter.

@1978 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS/A URS COMPANY

ASiforum

ASI officers will be in the
U. U. plaza to speak and
answer questions concern
ing the ASI fee increase to
day beginning at 11 a.m.

Recreation club

Poly Royal activities will
be discussed at the April 9
meeting of the Recreation
Ad m i n i s t r a\."ton club
which will be he1d 1 a.m. i�
Science E-47.

Mountaineering

ASI Outings will present
Fred Beckey and his moun
taineering and Alpine clim
bing experiences on April
13 at 7 p.m. in Chumash
Auditorium. Cost is $1.

Pizza party

A membership drive piz
za party for the Ag
Business
management
Club will be held Wednes
day, April 8, at 7 p.m. at
Crest Pizza. All ag majors
are welcome. .

Sexual decisions

A workshop on "Making
Sexual Decisions," spon
sored by the Health Center
and Health Education, will
be held this Wednesday in
Tenaya Hall.

Newman fellowship

The Newman Catholic
Fellowship
will
host
speakers on the subject of
death and dying in Science
E-5 on Wednesday, April 8,
at 7:30 p.m.

CONSERVATION

LOGO
CONTEST

• WIN GREAT PRIZES!
• DEADLINE-APRIL.30th
• CALL BARBIE CLIFTON OR
JOE BARTON, PG&E CAMPUS
REPS. 544-5228

Walter Zelman
Executive Director,

Calif. Common Cause

,.
"SR�Cial Interests: .
l heir Sources o� Power
ThursJ<1y April 9, I Izim
Fisher Science 286

For additional mfonnation contact
POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Cahfomia Polytechmc.State University
San Lu� Obispo 93407
546---2984

El
..
SONY
-

.

. Ster-,, Rallio�·1v.

CA■ PUI
CAMERA

Y HEADQUARTERS
76'ttgulra
Downtown San Luis ObisPo
Ptione 5'3-2<M7
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Raitt benefit concert set
Bonnie Raitt & Friends will be appear
ing in a benefit concert to stop the lower
power testing of the Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant on Friday, April 24
at 7 p.m. in the Cuesta College
Auditorium.

Tickets for the Raitt concert have
been set at $8.50 for all goers. Tickets
for the concert, which is sponsored by
the People Generating Energy and
Pacific Alliance, can be purchased from
Cheap Thrills in Santa Maria,
Atascadero and San Luis Obispo, Boo
Boo Records in San Luis and Grover Ci
ty and the People Generating Energy of
fice at 452 Higuera Street, San Luis
Obispo.
Raitt is no stranger to the San Luis

Singer/actress Bonnie Raitt will give a benefit performance to protest Diablo Obispo area as she performed as a
member of the Musicians United for
Canyon at Cuesta April 24.

Pianist to bring Chinese music to Poly
Pianist Anna Teng will perform at Cal Poly in the ,
fifth and final Quintessence Fine Arts Concert series of
1980-81.
The recital, set for Friday, April 10, at 8:15 p.m., will
be in the Cal Poly Theatre. The public is invited.
Tickets for students are $4 at the door; the public
tickets are $6.
The Japanese-born pianist will perform Beethoven's
"Pathetique" sonata in C minor., Op. 13; Debussy's
Suite "Pour Le Piano;" Scriabin's nocturne No. 9 (for
left hand only); and three pieces by Chopin - Grand
Waltz Brilliant, Op. 18, Ballade in G minor, Op. 23, and
Variations Brilliant, Op.12.
Teng is recognized for her introductions of contem
porary Chinese music to the Western world, and at the
Cal Poly performance, she will play three fugues, Op. 9
by the composer Tsang-Huei Hsu.
Born Azusa Fujita in Osaka, she began her studies at
the age of four. Her early teachers were masters Leonid
Kreutzer and Montonari lguchi. By the age of nine, she
was a soloist with major Japanese orchestras-.
She gradua�ed from the Osaka Music Conservatory,

THE

and pursued advanced studies in Vienna and Paris. She
then returned to Japan to become the youngest faculty
member of her alma mater.
Since then, Teng has performed with London's Royal
Philharmonic, Miami Symphony, Hong Kong Philhar
monic, Taipei Symphony, Manila Symphony, and
others.
After her debut at Washington's Kennedy Center in
1977, Joseph McLelland in the Washington Post wrote,
"(she is) perhaps the most brilliant pianist I have heard
since Horatio Guitterez played there a couple of years
ago. Her fingers are both nimble and precise, and she
yields a dynamic power remarkable ... because she
uses it so sparingly . . . Dazzling!"
Martin Bernheimer in the Los Angeles Times com
mented, "the power of Rubenstein in her touch. The
standing ovation given this outstanding artist was
small measure for value received."
•
Quintessence is a fine arts concert series presented by
the Fine Arts Committee of Cal Poly's Associated
Students Inc. Now in its third year, the series presents
five classical music concerts through out the course of
the academic year.

Safe Energy at anti-Diablo rallies in
1978 and 79.

Nor is Raitt a newcommer to the
music industry. She began playing the
various night clubs of Philadelphia and
Boston in the late '60s. Her engaging
rhythmn and blues voice attracted the
attention or'Warner Bros. in 1971.

Raitt has rewarded Warner Bros.
with seven albums and several hit songs
including "You're Gonna Get What's·
Coming" and "Runaway".
Raitt has also become very involved
in politics as she has performed at
benefits or rallies for women's health
centers, farmworkers, public radio and
several progressive political candidates
in additon to several concerts against
nuclear energy.

Anna Teng

CALPOLY
CONSERVATION

LoGOCONTEST
Sponsered by your

PG&E Campus Representatives

iC t·st PRIZENEW SR" or RALEIGH" BIKE!!
15 RUNNERS-UP-CHOICE OF...

*
* 50 HONORABLE MENTIONS
11

11

•FLOURESCENT LAMP CONSERVATION UNIT OR
•2 WRAP-IT INSULATORS FOR YOUR COLD DRINKS

•PG&E CONSERVATION FRISBEES

JUST lOSIMPLE
RULES TO FOLLOW:

I.
2.
.:5.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

, .....

CALL

541-4090

Any Cal Poly student, facu!ty, or starr may enter.
Each person may submit up to three (3) entries, but only one prize per person.
Entries may be up to three colors. but should look good In black l!t white, also.
Entries may be drawn on any reasonably sized paper. Please, no binder paper.
On the backside of each entry Include your name, address, and phone.
Each entry will be confirmed as being received with a conservation brochure malled to the designer.
Winning logo will be used exclusively at Cal Poly. It should. therefore. be symbolic of Cal Poly s spirit to conserve energy.
All logo contest entries become the property of the PGandf. Campus Representatives. unless otherwise arranged.
Entries may be malled or hand-delivered.
Mall: Pacific Gas l!t Electric Co.
P.0.6ox592
San Luis Obispo. CA 9.3406
Atten: Campus Reps

· Guarantoed
30 MIN. FREE DELIVERY
\\,
'
'

In �rson: Energy Conservation
and Servfcei Department
894 Mtlnecke Street
San Luis. Obispo
Phone 544·5228

1

Contest dudline Is April JI), 1981. 5,00 p.m.
Winners will be announced during the week following the contest deadline.·

- WINNING DESIGN
WILL REPLACE
THIS LOGO

SPONSERED BY
BARBIE CLIFTON
AND
JOE BARTON,
PG&E CAMPUS REPS

541-4090.

· s1)>0-v�,.�e
MD ·

-

Name _________
Phone _________

r'

..

/·. ••
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Entrant finds pageant more than a 'plastic parade'
I

From page 5
But the program also af
fords many non-monetary
rewards to the contestants.
It provides contestants
with the chance to grow as
·individuals and to strive to
become the best that they
can become.
I was
personally
amazed at the amount of
work and preparation
which goes into a pageant
of this type. I don't really
know what I expected
when I entered the
pageant, but by the time it
was finally over, I came to
realize it was a lot more
than a parade of pretty
faces.
The pageant itself began
for us as contestants
somewhere around mid
Nov ember,
when
preliminary interviews and
talent previews were con
ducted. From mid
December until the night
of the pageant, meetings
were held at least once a
week to go over the
logistics of the pageant
and to prepare the girls in
all areas of judging.

Each outfit worn during
the pageant must be ap
proved by the executive
director of the pageant. So
not only do we spend many
hours preparing o u r
talents, but a n equally
significant amount of time
in organizing pageant war·
drobe.
Much of the week just
prior to the pageant is
spent doing dutie.s related
to the pageant. Nightly
rehearsals, final wardrobe
approvals, mock inter
views and just getting
psychologically prepared
for the pageant filled much
of my time.
At the beginning of the
week, tension seemed to be
high. J3ut as the rehearsals
progressed and more and
more of the rough edges
were smoothed out, much
of that tension dissipated.
Following
Fr-i d a y 's
rehearsal, we were taken to
our chaperone's houses
where we spent the night.
And early Saturday we
were taken to our interview
sessions with the judges.
The interview sessions

are the first stage of judg
ing. One by one you are
conducted into the room
where the five judges and
one alternate judge await
you. For seven minutes,
the judges ask you ques
tions which can range from
your feelings on abortion
to factual questions on

of the contestants. At
American history or world pageant.
At 6 p.m. sharp, we ar-. times, I felt very nervous,
affairs to questions about
at other times confident
yourself and your qualifica· rived at the theatre and
and still at other times
tions to wear the crown of dispersed to our dressing
almost
void of all feeling.
rooms to finish last minute
Miss San Luis Obispo.
I hate to disappoint the
Following the interview, make-up touch-ups and to
readers, but the hatred and
we were given the after· change into our costumes.
The pageant itself disdain between con
noon to relax and to take
care of any last minute became an emotional roller testants which most would
preparations
for
the coaster for me and for most probably expect to exist
backstage at a pageant of
this type were non
existant. In fact, the other
girls were friendly and
quite supportive, and for
have a hidden fear and un me perhaps the hardest
group for other women.
part
of the entire night was
Mrs. Carly Baker, wife of conscious wish to escape returning to the dressing
President Warren Baker, responsibility. In order to room to face the girls who
also made some opening overcome this complex, had not placed.
Baker said, women must
remarks.
I know that many would
She said that confidence relate seriously to their
psychological
selves and have expected them to be
and self-esteem are the
bitter, but this was not the
primary functions of suc beliefs, and then correct
case. Certainly they were
their weakness.
cessful women.
Baker told the crowd disappointed but they did
Keeping a focus on the
that the feeling of in· not exhibit any hositility
struggle to integrate is
competence entrenched in towards those who had
vitally important, said
women is a key to whether placed. Instead they ex
Baker. She said this may
or not or how soon a girl is pressed sincere happiness.
mean "walking the heavy
encouraged to assume in In fact, I think we all felt a
tightrope between tradi·
itiative and take respon tremendous amount of
tional intimidity and ambi
sibility for herself instead relief just knowing that it
tion."
of relying on others.
was all over.
She pointed out that
women have a "Cinderella
complex" in which women

Baker stresses self esteem

From page 1

Ballenger pointed out
some tangibles that are
helpful to a person making
a choice. One is the ques
tioning of "appropriate
role models," such as one's
mother, and how they in
fluenced one's life. Another
tangible is the realization
that life is made up of
stages, and each stage is
concerned with choices and
changes.
In her speech, Ballenger
pointed out that females
typically don't help each
other and that they don't
act as a necessary support

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
·IN
ELECTRONICS

Are you interested in the engineering challenges of a
dynamic manufacturing concern? If so, we may have
just the position you're looking for.
WILTRON is a world leader in the manufacture of state
of-the-art microwave and telecommunications test in
strumentation. Due to our steady growth, we currently
have several opportunities for
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
and
BESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
1

¾��ill
enjoy challenging work in a mo.darn facility
1
an outstanding benefit package that includes
cash end invested profit sharing, tuition reimburse
rhent and flexible work hours.

�11:�{\R
··:

A WILTRON technical representative will be on campus
Wednesday, April 15, 1981, to conduct pre-employment
interviews. Contact your placement office today to· ar
range a convenient time.

[ 'W"ILTRON J
805 E. MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043
120 MAST STREET, MORGAN HILL, CA 95037
AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SUMMER

S1DIM£ Af08UAIS?

;:/.SI< �&Ju7 6u� MINI- V�ULT.S
DENNIS 77?RN.S/:Ef?

s./3-3-.bY

2BBs s6.��"6QA

Free six pack of Pepsi with any large pizza
CHEESE ONLY
ONE ITEM
TWOIT[MS
THREE ITEMS
ED'5COMBO

12·
5.00
o.00
o.50
7 00
7 50

.
14
o.00
7 00
7.50
8.00
8 so

lo'"
7.25
8.25
8.75
9.25
o 75

WE DELIVER TILL 1:00 AM 541-6890
780', Foothill Blvd l·oothrll l'l,i1,1 SLO
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POiy florists play good hosts, take $eventh placP

'I

BY BECKY MARR
Staff Writer

Cal Poly took seventh place in last week's 40th Na•
tional Intercollegiate Flower Judging Contest held in
Chumash Auditorium but the team coach was not
upset.
"You're not supposed to win when you're playing
host," explained Virginia Walter, Cal Poly flower judg·
ing team coach and ornamental horticulture instructor.
The 14 competing teams were members of Pi Alpha
Xi, a national honorary association of floraculturalists
and horticulturalists. The teams came from across the
country to San Luis Obispo to judge cut flowers and
potted plants.
Other activities during the three day conference in·
eluded a ranch breakfast, a meeting of the Society of
American Florists, a barbeque, and a design contest.
The meet concluded with an awards banquet at the
Madonna Inn Friday evening.
The design contest consisted of both amateur and
professional sections with four students from each
team participating. Jeff Bell, a Cal Poly senior OH stu·
dent, won second place in the professional design com·
petition as did Cal Poly Senior Mimi Ruiz in the
amateur class.
Cal Poly's other team members were Joe Haslett,
Greg Melhaff, and Brenda West, all senior OH
students.
The two-hour flower judging last Friday afternoon
left team members exhausted. "I just want to sit
down," said Teresa Hathcock of North Carolina State
University. "The concentration racks your mind and
after a while you get lazy in your judging."
But, the judges couldn't afford to get lazy as failing
to choose the number one flower or plant could cost
more penalties than any other mistake, according to
Walter. "It's based on a scoring system that deter·
mines the severity of faults," she said. "The system
awards more points for identifying the best plant, or
the No. 1 container, as it's called. So, it's most impor·
tant to choose that one."

ustang Daily-Susannah Perkins

An official from the Intercollegiate Flower Judging Contest maintains a watchful eye to keep all the
contestants honest. The Poly team took a seventh in the competition.
Added Walter, "I just want to give my thanks to the
students. In my mind, the other teams were impressed
and jealous of our staff and student team effort. The
students put on a great show."
Walter said she felt her students had been as concern·
ed with doing a good job as with winning.
The University of Illinois took first place with Penn·
sylvania State University and Ohio State University
winning second and third r�spectively.

APRIL 10,11 & 12

A.S.I. HUMAN UNOERSTANUING & GROWTH COMMITTEE
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND

talk to us about renting or
buying an electric or manual!

emphasing

LEADERSHIP
PERSONAL GROWTH
GROUP INTERACTION
SELF A WA RENESS
COMMUN/CATION

NELSON OFFICE EQUIPMENT
690 Higuera
SLO
Hours: Mon-Fri: 8:30-5:30 Sat. 9-12

CAMP PINECREST.. CAMBRIA
$8.50 STUDENTS. $9.S0NONSTUDENTS
TICKETS AT U.U. CflCKET OFFICE

CANDLELIGHT SPRING FANTASY
A Wedding & Bridal Show,, ,,t--.__�

1·

Fashion show• bridal exh1b1ts • hve music
champag,ne • hors d'oeuvres • wedding, cake

/

• DOOR PRIZES •

/

•Castle Music
•McLam's Photograph:y/
Catering
t
f d 's Jeweler:·
:�: �::,:
:
�� t�;� ��
r
•Lawernce Winery
•Taylor Rental
•Cramers Flower Shop •Classic Cars
/
• Hubbard Printing
•Magnuson's
•Riley's., University Square
•San Luis Bay lnn
•The Travel Company
;·
I/;-7·
C ._/
•Thwaites Photography

#iii,,
;.
,

(

_,

J/·r_,·. . -'.· .
_ ._

Sunday, April 12th

��::!�;.:::,�:�t:t

ood

_ -�\· \I_,,_/),

..._,
--,_,,,

/ ._; ·,..\

$4. sru<len1 lwid, valid l.D.)
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL
PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS l<
S.L.0. CO. SYMPH0NY OFFICE

/
Sponsered by
Station 51 & Country Catering /
for the benifit of the
San Luis Obispo
Symphony '.('- _ ••
\laster ot ceremonie, •Bill Benica CK\'EC> & Deborah

Catlin IKZOL>

Accomp.ini.,t • D\',ro1hy Hl,O\'t>r Th,rn1,on, p1c1n1-.,t

For more information:

543-3533

Help Wanted

Style or layer with
shampoo & conditioner. $7.00
The Hair Den. 779 Foothill
543-1290
(4-10)

Cook wanted ful or part time.
Some experience preferred but
not necessary. Call Jackie or
Herminia 772-3136.
(4-10)

CONTROLL
BIRTH
WORKSHOPS
for Men & Women
T uesdays 11:00-12:30
T hursdays 2:00-3:30
No appt. No charge.
Student Health Center.
(4-7)

Bright cor:npetent person to in•
terview other people. $4.00 per
i n t erview. Call 995-3682
Darlene.
(4-7)

TO RLB-HAPPY 22! !

Thank you for you business!
For al your typing needs call
Susie 528-7805
(6·5)

(4-7)

NEED HELP WITH YOUR
TECHNICAL / SCIEN T IFIC
WRITING• Visit the Sci/Tech
W riting Lab. Free Advice! Bldg.
22-319. MWF 10-1; TTH9-12.
(4-16)

Services

EXPERT Typing and Editing.
IBM Correctiong Selectric.
Reas. Call Pony Express, 541·
5581.
(4-16)

Lost & Found

Housing
HOUSE FOR SUMMER RENT
NEAR SCHOOL RENT NES.
FEMALES ONLY CALL 543.
0370.
(4-10)

LOST 4-1 2 Braclets 1s-chain
Hg. link Poss. in lib. Pkg. lot.
Sentimental value. Reward 5443722.
(4·8)

\

,

::· / . ,, \

..:._ .

Call 546-1144

\

. �,

7:00 p.m.

Announcements

I'm wild about you.
Love always, Moose.

HUG. is a weekend workshop

WORKSHOP

Classified

SUPERB MEXICAN
FOOD

GOLD MARGARITAS
A BJ!CK A GLASS
· NIGHTLY!
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Sports

Disasterous weekend haunts
Poly baseball r9ad trip sou�h
•

�,·e/id nts .sh,·.ne �,
aco 8ell' In Vftat,onaI

r1

T
I

1:.:ue·
vr1
I

g,

The. Cal P�ly men's track
team continues to improv.e
as it sets its sights o n the
NCAA Division 11 na�,i9nal
meet.
.
• ,.,,.
The Mustangs, of,«>acb
S teve Miller, toB'k .. tone
1
more step toward l'rii tia�
tion al meet with invita
per-fo rma n ces in
t ion al
Fresno at the Taco Bell
Relays and in Tempe, Ariz.
for the Sun Angel Invita
tional.
The showing s from the
w eekend pushes the recep
tion list for the Division II
national mee t to 34 in
dividuals an d two relay
an d t hree i n
t eams
dividuals an d one relay
team for the Division I na
tional meet.
The weather in Fresno
br oug ht the best out of
Miller's field event crews
as Mark Kibort vaulted 166, Erik Johannessen high
jumped 7-0, Ron Waynes
long jumped 24-10 and
tripled jumped 49-2 and
Chris Sorensen heaved the

··
•
discus 173-10.
Other outstan dihg performan ces at the meet in
the va��et-ectlurn ed in
fti!ill,,,,/�
.,n._ e4x;_l,6£)1T,'
.� v<-¢i•a..r•"'?am
b'lffh
of St,vi .,81\r�or Jack
Marden, Cafr'h�o"'Rios and
Ivan Huff. The team clocked a H\;59.97 timing· for se·
cond place; · .
The 4 x ·soo_-'irieter relay
team of· Huff, Ashley
Green, Strangio an d Greg
Clark
. finished second with
a time of 7:43.36. The Iong
jump relay · t eam also
finished second as W aynes,
David Tucker (23-10¼) an d
Mark Feaster (21-6) co mbined for a jump of 21.43
meters. The javelin team
picked up a second as Rob
Riley (211-0), Feaster (1867) an d Matt Butterworth
(183·5)combined for a toss
of 177.10 meters.
I n Arizo n a, Ver non
Sallaz ran a 1:48.43 in the
800 meters for a fourth,
Pa t Croft clocked a 43.86
400 meters for a fourth
place finish an d Jo e Siai
Siai sprint ed to a fifth in

Ken Eriksen along · with
the entire Cal Polyoaseball
.
team, Illlg ht be mumbl"mg
to himself this week after a
disterous- weekend road
trip throug h Los Angeles:
matter �of hours,
In
Er-ikseri .. s�w his 4-0
record drop t0 4-2,as the
Mustangs•· dropped four
games in five st arts to Cal
State Northcidg e,_and Cal
State Dominguez Hills.
Before th� weekend trip,
Cal Poly Mustang coach
Berdy Harr thought that
five- g ame series
t he
would b e a critical test for
his developing pitching
staff and it was. CaI poIy
did pick up two complete
game performances from
Eriksen and Steve Compagno but in the other
three games Harr went
through 11 pitchers and
watched his staff give up
25 runs in two games.
But that is n ot all.
The Mustangs watched
Northridg e battle back
from a 10-2 deficit to
claim a 13-12 victory in
the bottom of the n inth ina
had
an d
ni ng
bases-loaded hit batsman
force in a game-en ding
run in favor of Dominguez

·a·

iii Ta,�:,h;��� �ob

And Love It!

STC Computer Research Corporation hos unsurpassed ground floor op
portunities for you. You'll be Joining a team of top professionals with pro
ven track records who ore chartered with the Engineering and Develop
ment of a high performance mainframe computer. And the operation Is
affiliated wlfh Storage Technology Corporation (STC), a large and suc
cessful Fortune 500 manufacturer of computer peripherals.

As a member of the start-up team, you'll enjoy unparalleled opportunity
to go as for as your talent con toke you. You'll be working in a chollehg
lng atmosphere pursuing state-of-the-art technology for semiconductor
and system development. You'll be putting your imagination to work
and watching your creative efforts grow. And you'll do It In a friendly
results-oriented atmosphere.
We hove entry-level career opportunities available for graduates with
BS/MS, EE or CS Degrees.

Accepted candidates will hove their choice of working in one of the
following areas:

•Compiler Development •Electronic Components
•Memory Design •Power Systems Design
•Logic Design/CPU Prototype Development

Our brand new facility Is locQted on the beautiful Son Francisco Penin
sula where you can enjoy sunny weather year-round. You con toke ad
vantage of the nearby beaches for swimmlr,g, or the mountains for snow
skiing, along with all the cultural advantages of Son Francisco.

OU� REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8.
CHECK WITH YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR TIME AND LOCATION

r�; _!..-

• For' the . M:.uJta�gs at.
Iea'st::1 the•·weeke1id ··/o'f
'<.
q 1·a•e.
\:,.o'-l iecr
l vc ..., ··&
,:,,
rra· l;if,...,n\.::.i
'Athletic •#A�sbci�tion ac·
h
a
\
u
tiob was' not f n s t ey.
s"aw . tlieir leagiiil-' r'ecord
drop 'fo 4""c6_,;;'l. but they..,
�an take neart' in : the fa'f;f,
,110 ·one else fs runn in�
.
that
· ,_
' · · .•., ·he., ·•·:
away _vr1tlit -- 1 eague
c;rown.e1ther. --;,- .
Th�.w-ee"kend of. baseb�U
did not start .weil for the
MustJlPg-s, ari fhey�fell inp�
a deep rut inthe first inn ing
on Friday an d never did
climb etlt of it,. ,Northrirl<'le
"'l:i
jumped all over:•'f>oly ace
Mark Silva for six earned
runs en 'route to a 13-9
triumph.
Poly w ent thro ugh four
pitchers and managed to
climb back in to the fray
with a five-run secon d inning and a two-run rally
in the seventh. But , Northridge put the g ame on ice
with three run s in t he bot tom of the eighth inning.
Northridge made a clean
sweep of the series winning
both ends of Saturday's
double header at the expense of Eriksen . The
Mustang s were cruising
with a 10-2 lead behind
Mark Bersano when the

�=::�:� b,.o.,

0

�

���?.,,

of the
season is over for the Cal
Poly men 's tennis team as
it will be enjoying the safe
confines of home for the
next two weeks.
The Mustang s hope to
improve on its 6-7 overall
mark with four home mat
ches before h o sting the
C o lle g ia t e
Calif o r n i a
Athletic Association con
ference championships.
The Mustang s, 4-2 in the
CCAA, picked up a con
ference win over Riverside
.bftlanced against two non
league losses during the
weeken d.
Collie Simmo ns anchored
the Mustang effort by win
ning all of his singles and
doubles matches. Cal Poly
dropped Riverside, 6-3,
then suffered setbacks to
Redlan ds, 5-4, a n d
Claremont-Mudd, 6-3.
The Cal Poly women's
tennis team dropped two
Southern Californ ia
Athletic Associa tion deci
sions to San Diego, 9-0,
and Irvine, 9-0.
Redlands5,Cal Poly 4

Singles: Robb Chappell d. by Davis 6-1

6-3; Martin Dydell d. by Lusk 6-3, &4
Bill Frink d. by Michelsen 1-6. 6-1. 6-2;

STC Computer Research Corporation hos small company excitement and
big company benefits. You will enjoy on excellent salary and benefits pro
gram, along with our friendly and professional company atmosphere.

If you ore unable to meet with us on campus, please send your resume to
the Director or Human Resources, STC Computer Research Corpora
tion, 224 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. An equal opportunity
employer, m/f/h/v.

[OfflPUTER RESEARCH
�,• [ORPORATIOD
ill

Collie Simmons d. Langy 6-2. 6-3: Tom
Morris d. Alamo 7-6.6-3; Andrew Weber
d. Hunt6·3.5-7,6-l.
Doubles: Chappell-Frink d. by Davis·
Michelsen 7-5. 6-3; Morris-Weber d. by
Lusk-Char 6-1. 6-4; DydeU-Simmons d
Langy·Stoner64. 7-5.
Claremont-Mudd 6, Cal Poly3

• ,r

..

6·3,6-3;Martin DydeU d. by Jones 6-1, 6-

, �r :

s·

b

·�am� '.
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The Cal Poly gymnastics
team closed out the season
in style with an 11th place
finish at the AIAW Divi
sion II national meet.

Considering wha t the
gymnastics programs has
done in its brief four-year
existence, coach Andy Pro
ctor must be eargerly
awaiting the start of the
1981-82 season .

Cal Poly, in its first ap
pearance at the national
meet, racked up 129.0
points to finish behind top·
ranked Cent enary College
(141.05), the University of
Denver (139.2) and Slip
pery Rock (135.45). The
win by Centenary College
extends its national title
winning st reak to four.

"It was a good meet for
us as it was the second
highest sco ring meet for us
this season," said Proctor.

Individually, Cal Poly
had outstanding perfor
man ces fro m Carol
Smalley, who finished with
32.65 all-around points,
�ollowed by Donna Haas,
32.15, an d Pam Dickie,
31.05.

"This was a good way to
en d the season,·• Proctor
said. "It was great to win
the regional t itle only after
four years of competition
but we have been improving each year.''

The 11th place fin ish this
year is a good in dicator of
l; Bill Frink d. by Mullen 6-4. 6-1; Collie bigg er and b etter things in
Simmons d. Krems 6-3. 6-3; Tom Morris the coming years. Proctor
d. by Konya 4-6. ll-2. 6-3; Andrew Weber can only b e thinking about
next year as he returns his
d. Welsh4·6. 7-6. retire.
Doubles: Chappell- F rink d. b y ent ire squad except for
graduating senior Tammi
Poorman-Mullen 7-5. 6-2; Dydell·
Simmons d. Konya·Taylvr 4-6. 6-J. 6-4; Whittemore.
Another thing to con 
Morris Weber d by Krnms-Case3-6. 6-4,
sider was that Cal Poly
6-•!
Singles, Robb Chappell d. by Poorman

: .r. ' t

The game-w inning. r.un
from under them .,,
. Northridge'rallied for ,10 over Dominguez \\'.aS
runs-in the-final three inn- score-din the·seven th inn,
.,. Fctank Silva-after he
ings incI ud'tng, a . one ou�... 1· ng .b"Z
winning..' twQi--;,run walked a'nd .was ·1acrafi.¢ed
gameva. !-!ame,
y Pqtt..
h-ome- ·--ru n ·bY: _'!Marlo by ,Larr
in on aft error by t:he tb,i(.d ·
layneUo off of Eriksen.
;�-; .. ''"hcea back in baseqta1l. -.-:,, �· '., ',)c. -, /,,
:.,:-"fl·KSen · 0¥- P6ly'Wll'S Within twt>\ridt''"s
d.
�a,.shipn as he iuiswere · the
of do ubl.,..0 header
t' lof
"""w'ee•·i/·
,.
stai't:',. ca1l in'thf;:�econd
, Iie • Oom1rlgtiel-$;ills W-heii the
:!• ijl;i�'"• " ·- b e·
g�me or th� dqq 1 I:ie\ rl
t,uinblipg.' irt.'
. w�lft/
W!tb,__s���n-�nmngs, o_f.s, ut Domirlkuei'rallied for 't�ci
t l i g
out
S
r. i p_ ;Jc 1:J:t_l\ �?• nins in fhe Bo't tom of tlte
th0ugf' was a victim of
eventh to upend Poly
non -suppport as Poly _was . ;_
2
•''"•�
h!)ld hitl�:;s throug �_ �ight ·, � .. ; · . ·, · 1, -: ..� :< :. ¼
· Oommgllez · Hills stal"tad
i!lnings. ,.
the rally with a walk and ll
The Iong ba11 haunted run '--scor'ing double t� ti�
Eriksen again as he was the score a t 2-all. Two
stung for a pinch-hi t mo re walks loaded the
home run in the eigth.
and
the
base s
Poly's lone win of the game- winn ing run was
hit
n.
a
y
sma
b
t
a
n
i
b
forced
weekend was a 2-1 affair
over Doming uez Hills on
The Mustang s return to
Sunday. Campagno went the ro ad this weekend as
the distance for t he win.
they open a three-game
Poly's Bill White kept a set in Riverside this Friday
d
n
eeke
w
sive
n
ffe
o
nt
brillia
and Sa turday with the
working as he drilled his
hopes of improving their
secong home run of the CCAA record.
weekend, a solo shot in the
Cal Poly ret urns back to
secon d inn ing . In the
free-for-all against Nor- the safe con fin es of San
thridg e o n Saturday, Luis Obispo for a 13-game
White smacked a grand home stand beginning with
slam home run an d drove Cal Sta te Dominguez Hills

was o nly within 0.8 of a
point behin d ninth place
finisher Boise S tate.

"Fin ishing w here we did
was a g ood climax for us,"
Proctor said. "We can
start fresh ag ain next year
knowin g that we will have
to ba ttle to stay on top of
our con ference."

Cal Poly was the con·
ference winner edging out
sis t er-sch oo l Cal Po ly
Pomona and Cal S tate Nor
thridg e.

Spikers step
closer to title

The Cal P oly men 's
volleyball team will try to
corner the rights to the
Collegiate
West ern
Volleyball Conference this
weeken d as it closes o ut
t he home campaign.
The Mustangs, 5-1 in the
WCVC, stepped closer to
conference title by
the
dru b b i n g cellar-dweller
LaVern e 15-12, 15-4, 15-10
on
Thursday. Cal Poly
came back on Saturday
and suffered a tough five
g ame setback to rival Nor
thridge, 15·8, 15·10, 9-15,
8-15, 15-8.
The Mustang s will play
their final home games of
the season as they host UC
San Diego on Friday and
UC Riverside on Saturday.
Both games are set for 7:30
p.m. starts.
A special preliminary
game between the Cal Poly
vo lleyb all club
wo men 's
an d B r ig h a m Y ou n g
U n i v e r s i t y has b een
scheduled for Friday with
the game to start at 3:30
p.m.
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Poly ten hosts Gauchos Mustang Daily Scoreboard

The Cal Poly women's
softball team will try snap
the .500 mark as it hosts
t h e San t a Bar b a r a
Gauchos- today QD the soft·
ball diamond beJo.w the
JDain gym.
,
-.,_ ........_ UJ•10-

bumped out of the double
elimination tournament
after picking up a win over
host Chapman CoHege
sandwiched -vound losses
to Arizona. State and Cal
Poly��
"'--- •-..L....- L--

tourney opener, 5· l
Langrock struck out five
and catcher Lorie Fiertl
doubled in the lone Poly
run.
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· Three-school tradt recordstunibi
as Mustang women-run.at CaJ-Ni_ke
Three school records fell
as the Cal Poly women's
track team finished second
at the Cal-Nike Invita·
tional.
Heading the list of stan
dout performances was
UCLA transfer and former
Olympian Karin Smith as
she qualified for the Divi
sion I and Division II na
tional meets, broke the
Berkeley stadium record.
the Cal-Nike· meet record
and the school record with
a winning javelin heave of
204-6.
Elois Mallory figured
prominently in the other

two. toppled records. Her
fourth place finish in the
200 meters at 24.88 broke
one school record and she
ran one leg of the second·
place 1,600-meter relay
team. Mallory combined
with Laura Held, Cathy
Jones and Liz Douglas to
lower the mark to 3:48.65.
Cal Poly finished second
in the meet with 88 points
behind Cal-Berkeley's 104
points.
The onlv other individual
winner for Cal Poly was
Sue McNeal in the high
jump. McNeal cleared 5·
11 ½ and was followed by

.

teammate Chris Dubois
who finished third at 5·4.
The two-mile relay team
of Emily Whitney, Janice
Kelley, Kristin Allyne and
Esther Scherzinger placed
second with a 9:13.1 tim·
ing.
Liz Strangio was ten
seconds off of the leading
pace and finished second in
the 5,000 meters at 16:50.2

... Lem. ffelil IQl.flz.M:_Chris.,..,;...
ic:.,a-:...,,,_
I. Whl\e 1(:1 2U7:
4. Eloioe Mallory ICPI 24.88.
Hish jump - I. Sue MeNNI ICPI �
11\/,. 3. Chrb Dubois ICPI �4.
3,000mel.ers - l. Schr.iandt (C) 9:26.1:
3. Eilleen Kraemer tCP) 42•9.
1.600 relay - I. Northtidge 3:47.11:
2. Cal Poly (Held, Mallory. Jones.
Douglas) 3:48.65.

"-

Baseball

CCAA

050 000 202- 9 11 I
Cal Poly
610 030 03x-13 16 I
Northridge
Mark Silva. Dana Dowell I I), Chris
Pascal· (5). Scott Steele 18) and Larry
Pott: Ellsworth. Latter (8) and Mitchell.
Cai Poly
000 005 501-11 11 0
000 200 325- I 2 14 0
Northridge
Mark Bersano. Joe Fiamengo (7). Ken

great way of life

MEN

Cal J'oly &. Rlv.rside S
Sinp,,: &bl, Chappell d. by David
Sh11h 2-6. l ·6: Martin Dydell d. Stacey 64. 3-6. 6-4: Bill Frink d. Shenkiryk 6·4. 64: Collie Simmons d. Howard .6-3. 6-2:
Tom Morris d. Rosenberg 6-4. 6-2; An·
drew Weberd. Gocka6·1. 6·1.
Doubles: Chappell-Frink d. by Shuh·
Shenkiryk 4-6, 2•6; Morris-Weber d. by
Sheey·Howard 5-7, 5-7; Dydell-Simmons
d. Garcia-Rosenberg 6-3. 1-6, 6-1.

WOMEN

San Diego 9. Cal Poly 0
Irvine 9, Cal Poly 0
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r,·lb111er.�c..a,w.t�48.I..

... ...,,...... �2.-c.i-�•··,...__,-,:zr.a.
.,__...,_·r. ..._-.11,1;2.c:.t
""",_,.,
171.10.

F-;

...__.,.

4 a 290 - I.� CC 1:%3.Na
Z. Hayward •:2f>.89; 3. Bakersf..W
1:2634: 4. Nordatiolp 1:Ztk49: �-Cal�
ly fWya&I. Kibort. Muehli.cbr. Bowlnl
1:27.49.
1.600 medley relay - I. Sac CC
3:10.45: 2. Fre•no Sta&e 3:11.72:
3. Hayward 3:15.47: 4. Rakesfield
3:16.84: 5. Cal Poly !Green. Bowle•.
Wyatt. Clark) 3:17.48.
Pole Vault - Mark Kibort 16·6. Mike
Thorton 15-6, Loren Diaz 1 4-6.
High jump - Erick Johannessen 7-0.
Discus - Chris Sorensen 173-10. Pete
-Godinez 131-11. Mar_k Feaster 102·!!.
Triple jump - Ron Waynes 49-10.
Rich Quigley 40-!!' ,. Loren Diaz 41 ·6' ,.

Opportunity...
What's In A Word?

• Vacuum
Technology
• Mechanical
Engineering
• Plasma Physics
• Electronic
Engineering

If you're a Senior or grad student in
Engineering or Physics, with inter�sts
in one or more of these areas, you'll
find opportunity and more at Litton
ETD in San Carlos .

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS:
lrs almosl criminal how people go for my PiloI Fineliner Why? Ifs
fine point wnles lhrough carbons And PII01 charges only 79' tor 11
People gel their hands on 11 and forger ii s my pen
I gol no pen And no respecfI

People go nufs over my PIlof Razor
Poinr roo. II wnles wIrh on exrro
fine line lls mefol collar helps
keep lhe poinf �om
going5qu1sh
For only 89' !hey
should buy rheir
own pen-ond show
some respecr tor my propeny ·

[E
Litton

Friday,
April 10
Career Planning
and Placement
· Center

Litton Industries
Electron Tube

D1v1s1on
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• Microwave
Engineering
• Electron
Dynamics
• Chemical
Engineering
• Thermodynamics

.::;:--

A

_·

400 relay - I. SecramenlO Ci&y Col
lege 40.81: 2. Nor&llridge 41.00:
3. Haywanl41.24: 4. FnaoStale 41.◄b:
f>. llallanfioWU.15;6. Ca1Pely4:Z.II.
4■1.100 ,_, - 1.r- �
Jfl5l.N; 2.Cal....,. ...............
..............oi.
·••- ..a., - J.F- S
'%:31.4a 2. eat -- lffidf. Go.a.
�a.i.,T:43.JI.

At Litton Industries Electron Tube Division,
opportunity means more than building for
some possible future career. It means get
ting involved on a daily basis with some of
the most exciting developments in

READY FOR

Air Force personnel
are a key part of the
American way of life. They
stand trained. equipped, and ready
to defend the longest surviving democracy the world
has ever known. It is this willingness to fight. along with
dedication to duty that helps keep this nation strong
This is the responsibility which they shoulder; the legacy
they leave for the American people ... twenty four hours
a day. seven days a week. three ht,ndred and sixty
five days a year. If you're willing to accept this chal
lenge and the responsibility that goes with it. then you
should get the details right away.

Cal...,
.... �a.......-..........

MEN

Taco Bell Relays

KODAK Color Reprints :::, 1
0 I
■ Bring in this coupon with you(
Kodacolor film negatives from your
9
I
favorite pictures.
I I
■ Get 4 KODAK Color Reprints for the
I
I I
price of 3.
■ Hurry, offer ends May 13, 1981.
I I

L----------CLIP AND SAVE---------. -_J

Buythe

4-LUNCH PLAN!
44 Meals for $98.00

Make purchases at the Univ. Union
Cashier
14 and 19 meal plans also available

I
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I
I
I

I
I
I
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Royal scam

It is bitterly ironic that the same Poly Royal Board which
chose "Experiencing New Frontiers" as the theme for this
year's spring extravaganza did not have the courage itself to
venture past the circle of conventional poster design in choosing the 1981 Poly Royal poster.

The Poly Royal Board., chaired by general superintendent
Leslie Binsacca, rejected a design by Janis Wasch and
Marcellus Pope which the Mustang Daily editorial board
feels ·embodies the Poly Royal theme "Experiencing New
Frontiers." The design-which features the clock tower set
against a light blue background with 20 small images such as
backpacks and typewriters floating over the entire scene-is
both innovative and futuristic.

The poster design selected by the board, however, features
concepts such as large block lettering commonly found on the
old apple crate artwork of the 1920's and 1930's. But this
should not be blamed on the artist, James Winkle who was
asked to perform feats of artistic wizardry in only two days
while Pope and Wasch had the entire quarter to complete
their design.

The Mustang Daily was saddened to learn that the provin
cial Poly Royal Board rejected the innovative Pope and
Wasch poster, but we became outraged at the distinct lack of
professionalism the board exhibited in doing so.
First, the board did not air its displeasure with the par
ticular style of the original when the conceptual rough draft
was presented. This would have allowed Wasch and Pope to
make necessary alterations before the comprehensive copy
was brought to the Poly Royal Board for final approval. In
stead the posters were not scrapped until after the printers
had turned out the artwork-at a cost of $2,000. By then it
was too late to complete another draft.

Second, the board never extended the simple courtesy of
telling the graphic designers why the poster was rejected.
. The designers were just given the glib, vague answer that the
original didn't communicate the meaning of Poly Royal.

Third, the board did not reward Wasch and Pope with any
compensation. The artists, who had to put in extremely long
days and had to dig money out of their own pockets to com
plete the poster, were not paid at all for a project .which might
have cost more than $500 if done in a professional studio.
Worse, the designers were not even given a simple ''thank
you" for the time and money the two spent.

Lastly, a couple of Poly Royal Board members inadvertant
ly defaced the original when they peeled off paint in tearing
off the small floating objects which lent the poster its
futuristic appeal. All this was done without the consent of the
artists.
The decision to scrap the original poster design damaged
the designers' reputation and could possibly hurt their
chances of finding employment.
Further, the Poly Royal Board's decision hurt those who
ran concession booths and events, as the $2000 wasted when
the Pope-Wasch work was unceremoniously dumped came
from the sweat of those concessions who had to pay 40 per
cent of their earnings to the board.

Was the scrapping of the original Poly Royal poster worth
the time and money it cost and the reputations it injured? We
don't think so. The Mustang Daily editorial board hopes that
when next year's Poly Royal Board picks a theme to serve as
a guideline to how the various departments and organiza
tions should prepare for the big three-day event, .it will
follow it, and not the example of this year's board.
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Letters

Never 'sit back and wait'
Editor:
I am writing in response to a letter. by
Mr.W.Kent Dudley who seemed (to put
it lightly) a little out of line on a couple
of his points about your editorials.
Firstly, it seems that Mr. Dudley
wants us as concerned citizens to sit
back and "wait a while to see what he
(Mr. Reagan) does and doesn't do._" Just
how long of "a while" does Mr. Dudley
want us to wait? Are we to wait until
the last tree (they look all the same
anyway) has been cut down, or until the
skies are black with pollution, before we
speak? In si_mple logic - are we to wait

until the problem is upon us, or should
we try to prevent it from occurring in
the first place?

Secondly, Mr. Dudley wants the
Mustang Daily to be "a bit more
representative of the student body"
with its editorial policy. The fact is,
however, that editorials are OPINION,
and are not supposed to represent the
majority of the student body but simply
the majority view of the editorial board.
Thank you for the space to clarify these
points.
Matt Gargiulo

Bursting his bubble

Editor:
In response to Mr. Morton's expose
on the Armadillo Pizza advertising cam
paign (Thurs.April 2), I feel some com
ment necessary.
First of all, Mr. Morton states that, ·
"Armadillo is simply using a common
advertising method of relating its pro
duct to a certain idea in the consumer's
mind, in this case, pretty girls." I do
hope that he's not suggesting that
because a situation is widely prevalent
it justifies itself by its very existence.
That is, that because sexist advertising
methods are employed widely, they
must therefore be acceptable! Indeed, as
he must be aware, if this were the case
many 'common' situations such as
racism, rape, bribes, fraud, child abuse,
etc.. . .would be perfectly acceptable by
virtue of their abundant occurance. Of
course, he couldn't be implying this.
Mr. Morton's second point seems to
be that the 'average female' is sensual
and skimpily clad, based on his
observation of said females on the Cal
Poly campus, in hot weather, between
classes, on the grass. I'm sure I don't
need to point out the misrepresentation
of the female population as a whole this
depicts. Instead I will merely bring to
Mr. Morton's attention the fact that
given the controlling factors during
which his observations have been made,
one could not in all seriousness expect to
find long-sleeve shirts, long p�nts, wool
socks, down jackets, and/or fur-lined
boots! In fact, had he broadened the
scope of his observations, he would have
observed not only females, but yes, even
males skimpily clad!! But no doubt this
was not the focus of his attentions.
Now w� come to Mr. Morton's
brilliant evaluation that, "Deep down,
women are secretly flattered to have
men admire them. Why else would they
wear such sexy clothes?" I will not con·
test that women are flattered by ad
miration though I must point out that
men in all probability experience this
very sensation as well, and moreover,
this flattery in, both sexes is neither

"deep down" nor •·secret." Of course,
this was merely an unimportant over
sight on Mr. Morton's part. What is in
teresting is his desc,iption of women's
clothing as "sexy." As we all know this
adjective is totally subjective in as
much as it is dependent upon the user.
That the author perceives women's
clothing as sexy is very telling of his
perspective. But it would be irresponsi
ble of myself, a woman, to make any
statement on Mr. Morton's
philosophical o r psychological leanings
based on this. I should only make the
point that what is sexy to one, may be
cool and practical to another.
Finally, we have arrived at Mr. Mor
ton's 'piece de resistence' on the subject
of Cal Poly Women: " ... Most of them
want to appear sexy so they can attract
males, because let's face it, most girls go
to college to look for husbands
anyway." Again, it would be an unim
portant digression from the topic at
hand to mention that there are no
"girls" who study on the Cal Poly cam
pus but only women. No i:loubt stating
something so obvious would insult the
intelligence of the enlightened universi
ty student, and perhaps even Mr. Mor
ton! So it must suffice to say that this
inspired statement of the author's is
simply false. I'm sorry to burst your
bubble, Mr: Morton, (for I'm sure you're
truly blissful in your profound ig·
norance) but I'm afraid that most
women do not necessarily try to "find"
husbands in the active sense that you
imply, and indeed those who might do
so certajnly would not spend thousands
of dollars a year, study day and night,
just to "find" a chauvanistic husband
who sees women as trying to "find"
him!! Beyond that, I can assure you
that there are just as many males look
ing for companions as females - on or
off campus!
I can only hope, Mr. Morton, that
your letter was intended as a joke. If so,
I can only express my personal distaste
for your sense of humor.
Gina Marie Benedetti

